BOOKS TO READ ON HOOPLA:

- Butterflies by Martha E. H. Rustad
- Elmer And Butterfly by David McKee
- Monarch Butterfly by Gail Gibbons
- Waiting For Wings by Lois Ehlert
- Pete The Cat And The Cool Caterpillar by James Dean
- A Butterfly Called Hope by Mary Alice Monroe
- Pinkalicious And The Little Butterfly by Victoria Kann
- Bonjour, Butterfly by Jane O'Connor
- A Butterfly Is Patient by Dianna Hutts Aston

MORE BOOKS AT THE LIBRARY:

- The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle
- Butterfly, Butterfly by Petr Horacek
- Ten Little Caterpillars by Bill Martin Jr.
SONGS AND RHYMES:

My Friend Caterpillar
My friendly caterpillar (fingers crawl up arm)
Made its cocoon one day (close hands together)
It turned into a butterfly (open hands with thumbs hooked)
And quickly flew away (flap hands)

The Life of a Butterfly (to the tune of: "Skip to My Lou")
I’m a caterpillar, wiggle with me
I’m a caterpillar, wiggle with me
I’m a caterpillar, wiggle with me
What’ll I be my darlin’?
(Additional Verses: A chrysalis, now sleep with me /
A butterfly, come fly with me)

CRAFT IDEAS

The Very Hungry Caterpillar Preschool Alphabet Activity
Easy and Fun Alphabet Activity For Kids
Inspired by Eric Carle's The Very Hungry...
Simply Today Life / Mar 26. 2019

YOUTUBE

FIVE LITTLE BUTTERLIES (ONCE A POND A TIME)
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?
V=E11U24FQCM4

SPRING SONGS FOR CHILDREN - HUNGRY CATERPILLAR WITH LYRICS - KIDS SONGS BY THE LEARNING STATION
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=_GNANOWDG8

THE BUTTERFLY COLORS SONG
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?
V=RPAZHVNVJPO

BUTTERFLY | MOTHER GOOSE CLUB PLAYHOUSE KIDS VIDEO
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?
V=JZPB4ZVT-_O

MONARCH BUTTERFLY | AMAZING ANIMALS
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?
V=1B87RWTXGZA

LIFE CYCLE OF A BUTTERFLY | #AUMSUM
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?
V=O1S8WZWLPLM&LIST=TLPQMDCWNDIWMJASQQQ0XZ2L_G&INDEX=4

https://www.thebestideasforkids.com/toilet-paper-roll-butterfly/